Systemic Ropivacaine Concentrations Following Local Infiltration Analgesia and Femoral Nerve Block in Older Patients Undergoing Total Knee Arthroplasty
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Purpose: The study examined the pharmacokinetic profile of fixed formulation mixtures comprising 225 mg of ropivacaine for local infiltration analgesia with or without epinephrine, and femoral nerve block in older patients presenting for orthopedic surgery and explored potential influences of block type, age, and body weight on this profile.

Patients and Methods: Twenty-four patients scheduled for total knee arthroplasty were randomly assigned to three groups: femoral nerve block, local infiltration analgesia with epinephrine and local infiltration analgesia without epinephrine. Blood samples were collected at 10, 30, 60, and 120 min following the block and total plasma concentrations of ropivacaine were quantified by high-performance liquid chromatography.

Results: The mean individual peak total plasma concentrations of ropivacaine in local infiltration analgesia with and without epinephrine, and femoral nerve block group were 0.334, 0.490 and 0.545 μg mL⁻¹ (p = 0.16). Local infiltration with epinephrine group had significantly lower plasma ropivacaine concentrations at 30, 60 and 120 minutes. The plasma ropivacaine concentrations exceeded 2.2 μg mL⁻¹ in one patient. Age, but not body weight, had a moderate correlation with peak plasma ropivacaine concentration (r = 0.37, p = 0.08).

Conclusion: Administration of a fixed 225 mg dose of ropivacaine for local infiltration analgesia with epinephrine and femoral nerve block results in plasma ropivacaine concentrations below the toxicity threshold, indicating their safety. The use of local infiltration analgesia with epinephrine provides a greater safety margin, as local infiltration analgesia without epinephrine may lead to ropivacaine concentrations associated with symptoms of local anesthetic toxicity.
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Introduction
Regional anesthetic techniques have been shown to significantly improve patient satisfaction and reduce postoperative complications after total knee arthroplasty (TKA). While femoral nerve block (FNB) provides excellent analgesia and requires less local anesthetic compared to periarticular infiltration, it is associated with quadriceps weakness that may lead to falls. Local infiltration analgesia (LIA) has the advantage of preserving motor power, but the impact of a large absorption surface in the postoperative wound and large volume of local anesthetic needed can lead to unpredictable systemic absorption. When performing regional blocks for TKA, ropivacaine, which is less cardiotoxic than bupivacaine, is the most commonly used local anesthetic. The use of a fixed formulation for all patients is common in daily practice, and the recommended maximum dose of 225 mg ropivacaine is frequently used.
While several studies have shown the safety of ropivacaine up to 800 mg in younger patients, it is important to consider the potential differences in pharmacokinetics when applied to different patient populations encountered in everyday practice.⁷,⁸ This is especially relevant for older individuals or those with different body composition. The majority of patients who undergo TKA are over 65 years old, mainly women, and have a high prevalence of obesity.⁷,⁹ All of these features may alter the absorption and distribution of ropivacaine from the injection site and thus affect ropivacaine plasma concentrations. Indeed, local anesthetic toxicity remains a rare but clinically relevant complication after regional anesthesia. Specifically, in patients undergoing knee replacement surgery and receiving peripheral nerve blocks symptoms consistent with life-threatening local anesthetic systemic toxicity (LAST) occur in 0.19% of cases.¹⁰

To address safety concerns, previous efforts have been made to investigate pharmacokinetic differences. Affás et al conducted a study comparing the systemic absorption and plasma concentrations of ropivacaine when utilizing two types of regional blocks for postoperative analgesia after TKA. However, comparing the peak ropivacaine concentrations between LIA and FNB groups in this study is challenging due to differing administration methods. The LIA group received a single dose of ropivacaine, while the FNB group received repeated small doses over a 24-hour period, resulting in variations in the timing and magnitude of peak concentrations.⁹

In order to ensure optimal dosing and safety, further research is needed to understand the pharmacokinetic characteristics of ropivacaine in various age groups and body compositions. Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine the pharmacokinetic profile of fixed formulation mixtures containing 225 mg of ropivacaine used in local infiltration analgesia (LIA) with or without epinephrine, as well as femoral nerve block (FNB) in older patients undergoing TKA, and to assess the proximity of the resultant plasma ropivacaine concentrations to the toxic threshold. Additionally, the study aimed to explore the potential impact of block type, age, and weight on this pharmacokinetic profile.

Materials and Methods

Study Design
This single-centre prospective randomized study was conducted in a tertiary orthopedic hospital from November 1, 2020, to October 31, 2021. The study was approved by the Hospital Ethics Committee (No. 37/2020). Written informed consent was obtained before surgery from all patients who participated in the study. Participation was voluntary and patients could withdraw at any point during the study.

Recruitment
Consecutive patients scheduled for unilateral total knee arthroplasty were evaluated for inclusion into the study. Inclusion criteria were age ≥65 years and ASA ≤ III. Patients were excluded from participation in the study in case of decreased kidney function (estimated glomerular filtration rate <30 mL/min), moderate or severe liver disease, hypersensitivity to local anesthetics or revision knee replacement.

The participating patients were randomly assigned to three groups: femoral nerve block group (group F), local infiltration analgesia with epinephrine (group LIA-A) and local infiltration analgesia without epinephrine (group LIA-B) using a computer-generated random sequence.

Procedure
In all groups, surgery was performed under spinal anesthesia with 15 mg of plain bupivacaine (3 mL, 5 mg/mL), and midazolam was administered for sedation if requested. Patients were operated with insertion of a cemented posterior stabilized prosthesis, using a standard medial parapatellar approach. A tourniquet was used, and no wound drains were left at the end of the operation. After the operation, the patients were transferred to the post-anesthesia care unit for monitoring and received multimodal analgesia, tranexamic acid, and thromboembolic prophylaxis according to local protocols.

In patients randomized to group F, a femoral nerve block was performed after spinal anesthesia. Under sterile conditions, the femoral nerve was visualized at the inguinal crease using a high-frequency ultrasound 13–16 MHz probe (M-Turbo, Sonosite, Bottle, WA, USA). A 50-mm 22G stimulating needle (Stimuplex A, B-Braun, B Braun, Melsungen,
Germany) was connected to a nerve stimulator (Stimuplex HNS 12; BBraun, Melsungen, Germany) set up to deliver 0.5 mA and was inserted out-of-plane to the ultrasound probe. After fascia iliaca was pierced, the proximity to the femoral nerve was confirmed by quadriceps muscle contractions. After a negative blood aspiration test, 30 mL of 7.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) ropivacaine (Ropivacaine B.Braun 7.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) was injected (total dose 225 mg). The end of the injection of ropivacaine was considered as time zero (T0).

In both local infiltration analgesia groups (LIA-A, LIA-B) knee injections were performed in the same way by the orthopedic surgeon. The solution was injected sequentially; 20 mL was injected subcutaneously at the start of the operation, 50 mL was injected into the posterior capsule before cementation, and 80 mL was injected around the collateral ligaments. Patients randomized to group LIA-A periarticular infiltration was performed using 225 mg ropivacaine (0.15%; 150 mL) with epinephrine 5 μg mL\(^{-1}\) whereas group LIA-B received 225 mg (0.15%; 150 mL) ropivacaine. The time of tourniquet deflation was considered as time zero (T0).

**Sampling and Analytical Methods**

The baseline blood sample was taken at the time of peripheral venous catheterization prior to anesthesia. Blood samples for the evaluation of ropivacaine concentrations were obtained from a separate 16G peripheral venous catheter. Blood samples were collected in EDTA tubes (5 mL) at 10, 30, 60, and 120 min after time zero (T0). To avoid contamination of samples, the first 5 mL of blood drawn from the catheter were discarded at every sampling. Within 1 hour after sampling, the EDTA tubes were centrifuged at 3500 × g for 10 min to obtain blood plasma. The obtained plasma was stored at a temperature of −80°C until analysis.

To determine the total ropivacaine concentration, the plasma samples were thawed. 500 μL of plasma was added to a polypropylene tube along with 100 μL KOH 1 M and extracted with 4 mL of diethyl ether. After vortex mixing and centrifugation, the diethyl ether layer was transferred to a glass tube and evaporated to dryness at 40°C. The dry residue was reconstituted in high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) mobile phase. HPLC analysis was performed on Thermo UltiMate 3000 HPLC-UV system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with an Ascentis C18 column (Supelco, Inc., Bellefonte, PA). The calibration was performed by spiking pooled blank patient plasma with diluted ropivacaine hydrochloride.

Demographic information from the patients was collected including age, sex, height, weight, and the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status.

**Study Outcomes**

The primary outcomes measured were peak total plasma ropivacaine concentrations (\(C_{\text{max}}\)), the corresponding time to reach peak concentrations in plasma (\(t_{\text{max}}\)) and the area under the ropivacaine plasma concentration–time curve.

**Sample Size**

The selection of sample size for this study was driven by resource and ethical constraints. The study group was relatively homogenous, which allowed for the expectation of minimal inter-individual variation. A sample size of six subjects per group is consistent with established norms in pharmacokinetic research. To account for any potential attrition during the study’s duration, we chose to include a slightly larger sample size of eight subjects per group.

**Statistical Analysis**

Peak plasma concentrations (\(C_{\text{max}}\)) and time to reach peak plasma concentrations (\(t_{\text{max}}\)) were obtained from the measured ropivacaine serum concentration–time curves. The area under the plasma concentration–time curve from time zero to the time of last blood sampling (AUC (0, \(t_{120}\))) was calculated using the linear trapezoidal rule. Data are presented as mean (standard deviation (SD)), 95% confidence interval or percentage. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to detect significant differences between groups, while the Fisher-Freeman-Halton test was utilized for categorical variables. Post hoc Tukey’s test was applied for multiple comparisons between groups.

The relationships between the peak plasma concentration of total ropivacaine, the time taken to reach the peak concentration, and the cumulative area under the curve at 120 minutes were analyzed using the Pearson correlation.
coefficient. Age and body weight were considered as potential predictors. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

Data were analyzed using R Statistical Software (version 4.0.5, R foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results

Ninety-seven patients were screened and 27 randomized to receive femoral nerve block (group F; n = 9), or infiltration with (group LIA-A; n = 9) or without epinephrine (group LIA-B; n = 9). It was not possible to draw blood from one patient in group LIA-A, making the measurement of plasma ropivacaine concentration impossible. In group LIA-B, one patient withdrew consent, and blood samples from another patient could not be analyzed due to a storage error. The number of patients included in the final analysis in each group and their demographic characteristics are shown in Table 1. Although patient characteristics did not differ between the three groups, 21 of the 24 patients recruited were women (87.5%), which is a higher proportion than reported in joint arthroplasty registries. Thirteen patients (54%) were obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²).

Total plasma ropivacaine concentrations measured ranged from 0.03 to 2.57 μg mL⁻¹. Median total plasma ropivacaine concentrations in the three groups over time are shown in Figure 1. One patient within group LIA-B showed large plasma concentrations of ropivacaine (ropivacaine: 2.57, 2.53 and 2.35 μg mL⁻¹) without clinical signs of toxicity. Similarly, no other patients had symptoms of LAST. There was a significant difference in plasma ropivacaine concentrations between groups at 30, 60 and 120 minutes with group LIA-A having significantly lower concentrations than either group LIA-B (p = 0.01) or group F (p = 0.002). The systemic absorption of ropivacaine represented by the cumulative area under the curve at 120 min in group LIA-A was also significantly lower compared to both group LIA-B and F (0.183 vs 0.379 and 0.418 μg min mL⁻¹, p = 0.04; Figure 2).

The mean individual peak plasma concentrations of total ropivacaine (C_{max}) in groups LIA-A, LIA-B and F were 0.334 (95% CI 0.181–0.488), 0.490 (95% CI 0.395–0.584) and 0.545 (95% CI 0.309–0.782) μg mL⁻¹ (p = 0.16). Although ropivacaine C_{max} in group LIA-A was lower compared to the other groups, statistical significance was not reached, likely due to the limited sample size. The mean time to reach the maximum plasma concentration (t_{max}) was 36 minutes (95% CI 20–52) for group LIA-B, which was significantly shorter compared to 73 minutes (95% CI 37–108) for group LIA-A and 78 minutes (95% CI 45–111) for group F (p = 0.03).

The influence of individual patient characteristics (age, weight) on the peak plasma concentrations of ropivacaine, the time to reach it and the cumulative area under the curve at 120 minutes was assessed. It was found that age, but not weight, had a moderate positive correlation with both peak plasma concentration of ropivacaine (Pearson correlation coefficient R = 0.37, p = 0.08) and the time taken to reach it (Pearson correlation coefficient R = 0.33, p = 0.12). There was no significant effect of demographic variables on the cumulative area under the curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Patient Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (%))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data are presented as numbers with percentages (%) or means (SD).

Abbreviations: ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; AUC, area under the curve; BMI, body mass index; FNB, femoral nerve block; IQR, inter-quartile range; LAST, local anesthetic systemic toxicity; LIA, Local infiltration analgesia, total knee arthroplasty (TKA).
Discussion

This randomized study compared the systemic absorption of ropivacaine in three commonly used regional techniques: femoral nerve block and local infiltration analgesia with or without epinephrine using fixed formulation mixtures containing 225 mg of ropivacaine. Group LIA-A was found to have lower total plasma ropivacaine concentrations than either of the other two groups at 30, 60, and 120 minutes. However, caution must be exercised when inferring significant differences in peak plasma ropivacaine concentrations from these measurements due to a mismatch in the time at which the peak is reached. Group LIA-B demonstrated peak plasma concentrations at around 30 minutes, while the other two groups reached their peak concentrations at around 90 minutes. Although the study did not find significant differences in peak total plasma ropivacaine concentration between the three groups, it must be highlighted that the

Figure 1 Mean total ropivacaine concentrations.
cumulative area under the curve at 120 minutes was significantly lower in Group LIA-A compared to both Groups LIA-B and F. Taking all these findings into consideration, Group LIA-A exhibited slower ropivacaine absorption and overall lower plasma ropivacaine concentrations. The small sample size may have contributed to the absence of a significant difference in peak total plasma ropivacaine concentrations between the groups.

Several other studies have reported the pharmacokinetics of similar doses of ropivacaine without adrenaline for lower extremity blocks. Hubler\textsuperscript{11} administered 150 mg of ropivacaine into the psoas compartment, resulting in individual peak total ropivacaine concentrations 0.422 to 1.249 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1}. In the study by Affas the FNB group received 60 mg of ropivacaine after spinal anesthesia with repeated injections 4 hourly up to a total of 240 mg.\textsuperscript{9} $C_{\text{max}}$ was between 0.122 and 1.151 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1} observed 24 hours after initial injection. The concentrations reported by these studies are similar to those observed in group F of this study (0.303 to 1.157 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1}). Zhang et al\textsuperscript{12} used 3.5 mg/kg of ropivacaine (mean dose 210 mg) to perform fascia iliaca block, and reported substantially higher $C_{\text{max}}$ of 2.17 ± 0.56 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1}. In our study, the doses of ropivacaine ranged from 1.9 to 3.75 mg/kg, and only 4 patients received doses exceeding 3 mg/kg, so a lower $C_{\text{max}}$ would be expected.

In their studies, Koniuch et al observed $C_{\text{max}}$ of 0.23 to 0.75 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1} after using LIA mixture with 270 mg ropivacaine and Miller et al reported $C_{\text{max}}$ of 0.42 to 0.83 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1} after LIA using 300 mg ropivacaine with epinephrine.\textsuperscript{13,14} We found that infiltration 225 mg of ropivacaine with and without epinephrine resulted in a similar $C_{\text{max}}$ (range with adrenaline, 0.1–0.58 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1}; range without epinephrine, 0.38–0.65 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1}).

Similar to our study, Affas et al compared the pharmacokinetic profile of 300 mg of ropivacaine used in LIA with epinephrine and FNB after TKA and found significant overlap between all groups. The peak plasma concentrations of ropivacaine ranged from 0.12 to 1.74 mg/mL.\textsuperscript{9} The similar $C_{\text{max}}$ achieved while using different doses and administration protocols and wide inter-individual variability mean that patient-related factors, such as age, weight and gender, play a significant role in ropivacaine pharmacokinetics after lower extremity blocks.

None of the patients in this study showed signs of cardiac or central nervous system toxicity. However, one patient in the IA-B group had $C_{\text{max}}$ levels of more than 2.2 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1}. According to research in volunteers, this total venous plasma ropivacaine concentration value exceeds the threshold for neurotoxicity.\textsuperscript{15} The finding of an asymptomatic high $C_{\text{max}}$ is consistent with a number of studies in which ropivacaine doses of up to 800 mg have been used and $C_{\text{max}}$ of 3 μg mL\textsuperscript{−1} have been documented without adverse effects.\textsuperscript{7,16} On the other hand, 30% of published reported cases of local anesthetic toxicity are related to ropivacaine and several reports of LAST describe weight appropriate dosing.\textsuperscript{17,18} Elderly patients constitute a group at increased risk of LAST due to the high proportion of surgeries that involve regional anesthesia and patient-related factors can substantially influence pharmacokinetics. Although there is a general recommendation to
calculate maximum safe ropivacaine doses according to weight, it is widely accepted that further personalization of ropivacaine doses could be needed.\textsuperscript{19,20}

In our study, older patients had higher $C_{\text{max}}$ after injection of the same dose of ropivacaine regardless of weight. These results are partially supported by the results of other studies of ropivacaine pharmacokinetics in older patients. Miller et al investigated the pharmacokinetics of 300 mg of ropivacaine with epinephrine used for LIA and showed a positive correlation between patient age, female sex, and $C_{\text{max}}$.\textsuperscript{14} Similarly, Gaudreault et al identified age as a covariate for the first-order absorption rate constant of ropivacaine in femoral nerve blocks.\textsuperscript{21} Analysis of hospitalization data for patients undergoing arthroplasty has also shown that patients older than 73 years are at increased risk of having LAST.\textsuperscript{22} These age-related effects on $C_{\text{max}}$ are probably explained by changes in tissue composition that lead to accelerated release of ropivacaine into the systemic circulation in elderly patients. The higher ropivacaine $C_{\text{max}}$ in female patients may be due to reduced activity of CYP1A2, the most important isozyme for the metabolism of ropivacaine.\textsuperscript{23}

Previous studies have identified an effect of weight on ropivacaine $C_{\text{max}}$.\textsuperscript{14,21} In contrast, our study found no significant correlation between weight and ropivacaine $C_{\text{max}}$ in the dose range 1.9 to 3.75 mg/kg. The reasons for this difference might be the longer blood sampling protocols (up to 96 h) in other studies. On the other hand, $C_{\text{max}}$ occurred between 60 and 90 minutes after tourniquet release, and ropivacaine concentration declined in all patients after this point.

Mean ropivacaine plasma concentrations were significantly lower when LIA containing epinephrine was used. This confirms findings from studies of other regional blocks that adding epinephrine to ropivacaine slows tissue uptake during the rapid absorption phase.\textsuperscript{24} Delaying ropivacaine absorption by addition of epinephrine could be a useful strategy to reduce the risk of systemic ropivacaine toxicity in patients at risk of LAST.

The strength of this study is the inclusion of patients within the age (65 to 89 years) and weight (60 to 121 kg) range of patients undergoing routine TKA and the use of fixed formulation mixture which is common in clinical practice.

There are three main limitations to this study. Firstly, the conclusions that can be reached from the results of our study are limited by the small number of patients. Secondly, there is a possibility that peak concentrations beyond 2 hours were missed. The decision to limit the sampling period to 120 minutes was based on existing literature, which indicated that the expected $t_{\text{max}}$ occurs between 1 and 2 hours. Finally, although measuring unbound ropivacaine could have strengthened the results, the administration of a single bolus and the short sampling period suggest that significant changes in ropivacaine protein binding are unlikely to have occurred.\textsuperscript{25}

Conclusion

This study shows that administration of a fixed dose of 225 mg of ropivacaine for local infiltration analgesia with epinephrine and femoral nerve block results in peak plasma ropivacaine concentrations that remain below the established toxicity threshold, indicating that these techniques are safe. However, the use of local infiltration analgesia with epinephrine offers a greater safety margin. While no clinical signs of toxicity were observed, local infiltration analgesia without epinephrine may produce ropivacaine plasma concentrations associated with symptoms of local anesthetic toxicity. The potential association between age and plasma concentrations of ropivacaine needs to be further investigated.
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